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COTP QUARTERLY REPORT—Continued

COTP Docket Location Type Effective date

New Orleans 00–007 ............................... LWR Mississippi River, M. 94 to 96 .............................. Safety Zone ....................... 04/15/2000
New Oreans 00–008 ............................... Red River, M. 58.5 to 60.5 ............................................ Safety Zone ....................... 04/25/2000
New Orleans 00–009 ............................... LWR Mississippi River, M. 94 to 96 .............................. Safety Zone ....................... 05/07/2000
New Orleans 00–010 ............................... LWR Mississippi River, M. 92 to 96 .............................. Safety Zone ....................... 05/20/2000
New Orleans 00–011 ............................... Red River, M. 58.5 to 60.5 ............................................ Safety Zone ....................... 05/20/2000
New Orleans 00–012 ............................... Red River, M. 58.5 to 60.5 ............................................ Safety Zone ....................... 05/21/2000
New Orleans 00–018 ............................... Inner Harbor Navigation Canal ..................................... Safety Zone ....................... 06/26/2000
Port Arthur 00–001 .................................. Neches River Festival, Beaumont TX ........................... Safety Zone ....................... 04/29/2000
San Diego 00–001 ................................... Colorado River .............................................................. Safety Zone ....................... 04/03/2000
San Diego 00–002 ................................... Lake Moovalya, Colorado River, Parker, AZ ................ Safety Zone ....................... 06/01/2000
San Diego 00–003 ................................... Colorado River, AZ ........................................................ Safety Zone ....................... 04/16/2000
San Diego 00–004 ................................... San Diego Bay, San Diego, CA .................................... Safety Zone ....................... 05/06/2000
San Diego 00–005 ................................... Lake Moovalya Colorado River, Parker, AZ ................. Safety Zone ....................... 05/06/2000
San Diego 00–006 ................................... Lake Havasu, Colorado River, AZ ................................ Safety Zone ....................... 05/18/2000
San Francisco Bay 00–001 ..................... San Francisco Bay, San Francisco, CA ....................... Safety Zone ....................... 04/11/2000
San Francisco Bay 00–002 ..................... Oakland Inner Harbor, Oakland, CA ............................. Safety Zone ....................... 05/13/2000
San Juan 00–046 .................................... San Juan Harbor, PR .................................................... Safety Zone ....................... 05/06/2000
San Juan 00–052 .................................... San Juan Harbor, PR .................................................... Safety Zone ....................... 05/23/2000
Tampa 00–038 ........................................ Tampa Bay, Florida ....................................................... Safety Zone ....................... 04/16/2000
Tampa 00–043 ........................................ Tampa Bay, Florida ....................................................... Safety Zone ....................... 05/01/2000
Tampa 00–047 ........................................ South Gandy Channel, Tampa Bay, FL ........................ Safety Zone ....................... 05/06/2000
Western Alaska 00–003 .......................... Port Graham, Cook Inlet, Alaska .................................. Safety Zone ....................... 06/13/2000

[FR Doc. 00–23974 Filed 9–18–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–15–M

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation

33 CFR Part 401

[Docket No. SLSDC 2000–7543]

RIN 2135–AA11

Seaway Regulations and Rules:
Miscellaneous Amendments

AGENCY: Saint Lawrence Seaway
Development Corporation, DOT.
ACTION: Final Rule; corrections.

SUMMARY: In the Saint Lawrence Seaway
Development Corporation (SLSDC)
Final Rule amending the Seaway
Regulations and Rules (33 CFR part 401)
published in the Federal Register on
August 31, 2000 (65 FR 52912),
inadvertent errors were made in the
amended authority citation and in the
amendment to paragraph § 401.90(c)(2).
This document corrects those errors.
DATES: Effective on October 2, 2000.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Marc C. Owen, Chief Counsel, Saint
Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, 400 Seventh Street, SW.,
Washington, DC 20590, (202) 366–6823.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In the
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation (SLSDC) Final Rule
amending the Seaway Regulations and
Rules (33 CFR part 401) published in
the Federal Register on August 31, 2000

(65 FR 52912), inadvertent errors were
made in the amended authority citation
and in the amendment to § 401.90(c)(2).
In the authority citation, ‘‘49 CFR 1.50a’’
should have been ‘‘49 CFR 1.52(a)’’. In
§ 401.90(c)(2) the word ‘‘reasonable’’
should have been ‘‘reasonably’’. This
correction makes those changes.

In rule SLSDC 2000–7543 published
in the Federal Register on August 31,
2000 (65 FR 52912), make the following
corrections:

1. On page 52913, in the second
column, in the amendment to the
authority citation (amendment 1),
remove ‘‘49 CFR 1.50a’’ and add in its
place ‘‘49 CFR 1.52(a)’’.

2. On page 52915, in the second
column, in the amendment to
§ 401.90(c)(2) (included in amendment
25), remove ‘‘reasonable’’ and add in its
place ‘‘reasonably’’.

Issued at Washington, DC on September
14, 2000.
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation.

Marc C. Owen,
Chief Counsel.
[FR Doc. 00–24034 Filed 9–18–00; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 4910–61–P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Part 52

[CA 226–0251; FRL–6868–9]

Revisions to the California State
Implementation Plan, Tehama County
Air Pollution Control District

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: EPA is finalizing limited
approval and limited disapproval of
revisions to the Tehama County Air
Pollution Control District (TCAPCD)
portions of the California State
Implementation Plan (SIP). The actions
were proposed in the Federal Register
on April 17, 2000, and concern control
of emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOX)
from industrial, institutional, and
commercial boilers, steam generators,
and process heaters, stationary piston
engines, and stationary gas turbines.
Under authority of the Clean Air Act as
amended in 1990 (CAA or the Act), this
action simultaneously approves local
rules that regulate these emission
sources and directs California to correct
rule deficiencies.
EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule is effective on
October 19, 2000.
ADDRESSES: You can inspect copies of
the administrative record for this action
at EPA’s Region IX office during normal
business hours. You can inspect copies
of the submitted SIP revisions at the
following locations:
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Environmental Protection Agency,
Region IX, 75 Hawthorne Street, San
Francisco, CA 94105–3901.

Environmental Protection Agency, Air
Docket (6102), Ariel Rios Building,
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20460.

California Air Resources Board,
Stationary Source Division, Rule
Evaluation Section, 2020 ‘‘L’’ Street,
Sacramento, CA 95812.

Tehama County APCD, P.O. Box 38
(1750 Walnut Street) Red Bluff, CA
96080

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ed
Addison, Rulemaking Office, AIR–4, Air
Division, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Region IX, 75 Hawthorne
Street, San Francisco, CA 94105–3901
Telephone: (415) 744–1160.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Throughout this document, ‘‘we,’’ ‘‘us’’
and ‘‘our’’ refer to EPA.

I. Proposed Action

On April 17, 2000 (65 FR 20423), EPA
proposed a limited approval and limited
disapproval of the following rules that
were submitted for incorporation into
the California SIP.

Air pollution agency Rule # Rule title Adopted Submitted

Tehama County Air Pollution Control District 4.31 Industrial, Institutional, and Commercial Boil-
ers, Steam Generators, and Process Heat-
ers.

03/14/95 5/13/99

Tehama County Air Pollution Control District 4.34 Stationary Piston Engines .............................. 06/03/97 5/13/99
Tehama County Air Pollution Control District 4.37 Determination of Reasonably Available Con-

trol Technology for the Control of Oxides
of Nitrogen from Stationary Gas Turbines.

04/21/98 5/13/99

We proposed a limited approval
because we determined that these rules
improve the SIP and are largely
consistent with the relevant CAA
requirements. We simultaneously
proposed a limited disapproval because
some rule provisions conflict with
section 110 and part D of the Act. These
provisions include the following:

Rule 4.31 and Rule 4.37 allow APCO
discretion as to approval of units that
are exempt from RACT emission
requirements due to lack of technical or
economic feasibility. Rule 4.31 allows
unapprovable APCO discretion as to
schedule of periodic compliance
determinations. Rule 4.34 allows APCO
discretion in approving the use of
alternate portable analyzers.

Our proposed action contains more
information on the basis for this
rulemaking and on our evaluation of the
submittals.

II. Public Comments and EPA
Responses

EPA’s proposed action provided a 30-
day public comment period. No
comments were submitted regarding our
proposed action.

III. EPA Action

Therefore, as authorized in sections
110(k)(3) and 301(a) of the Act, EPA is
finalizing a limited approval of the
submitted rules. This action
incorporates the submitted rules into
the California SIP, including those
provisions identified as deficient. As
authorized under section 110(k)(3), EPA
is simultaneously finalizing a limited
disapproval of the rules. As a result,
sanctions will be imposed unless EPA
approves subsequent SIP revisions that
correct the rules deficiencies within 18
months of the effective date of this

action. These sanctions will be imposed
under section 179 of the Act according
to 40 CFR 52.31. In addition, EPA must
promulgate a federal implementation
plan (FIP) under section 110(c) unless
we approve subsequent SIP revisions
that correct the rule deficiencies within
24 months. Note that the submitted
rules have been adopted by the Tehama
County Air Pollution Control District,
and EPA’s final limited disapproval
does not prevent the local agency from
enforcing them.

IV. Administrative Requirements

A. Executive Order 12866
The Office of Management and Budget

(OMB) has exempted this regulatory
action from Executive Order (E.O.)
12866, entitled ‘‘Regulatory Planning
and Review.’’

B. Executive Order 13045
Executive Order 13045, entitled

Protection of Children from
Environmental Health Risks and Safety
Risks (62 FR 19885, April 23, 1997),
applies to any rule that: (1) is
determined to be ‘‘economically
significant’’ as defined under E.O.
12866, and (2) concerns an
environmental health or safety risk that
EPA has reason to believe may have a
disproportionate effect on children. If
the regulatory action meets both criteria,
the Agency must evaluate the
environmental health or safety effects of
the planned rule on children, and
explain why the planned regulation is
preferable to other potentially effective
and reasonably feasible alternatives
considered by the Agency.

This rule is not subject to E.O. 13045
because it does not involve decisions
intended to mitigate environmental
health or safety risks.

C. Executive Order 13084
Under Executive Order 13084,

Consultation and Coordination with
Indian Tribal Governments, EPA may
not issue a regulation that is not
required by statute, that significantly
affects or uniquely affects the
communities of Indian tribal
governments, and that imposes
substantial direct compliance costs on
those communities, unless the Federal
government provides the funds
necessary to pay the direct compliance
costs incurred by the tribal
governments. If the mandate is
unfunded, EPA must provide to OMB,
in a separately identified section of the
preamble to the rule, a description of
the extent of EPA’s prior consultation
with representatives of affected tribal
governments, a summary of the nature
of their concerns, and a statement
supporting the need to issue the
regulation. In addition, E.O. 13084
requires EPA to develop an effective
process permitting elected and other
representatives of Indian tribal
governments ‘‘to provide meaningful
and timely input in the development of
regulatory policies on matters that
significantly or uniquely affect their
communities.’’

Today’s rule does not significantly or
uniquely affect the communities of
Indian tribal governments. Accordingly,
the requirements of section 3(b) of E.O.
13084 do not apply to this rule.

D. Executive Order 13132
Executive Order 13132, entitled

Federalism (64 FR 43255, August 10,
1999) revokes and replaces Executive
Orders 12612, Federalism and 12875,
Enhancing the Intergovernmental
Partnership. E.O. 13132 requires EPA to
develop an accountable process to
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ensure ‘‘meaningful and timely input by
State and local officials in the
development of regulatory policies that
have federalism implications.’’ ‘‘Policies
that have federalism implications’’ is
defined in the Executive Order to
include regulations that have
‘‘substantial direct effects on the States,
on the relationship between the national
government and the States, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government.’’ Under E.O.
13132, EPA may not issue a regulation
that has federalism implications, that
imposes substantial direct compliance
costs, and that is not required by statute,
unless the Federal government provides
the funds necessary to pay the direct
compliance costs incurred by State and
local governments, or EPA consults with
State and local officials early in the
process of developing the proposed
regulation. EPA also may not issue a
regulation that has federalism
implications and that preempts State
law unless the Agency consults with
State and local officials early in the
process of developing the proposed
regulation.

This rule will not have substantial
direct effects on the States, on the
relationship between the national
government and the States, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government, as specified in
E.O. 13132, because it merely acts on a
state rule implementing a federal
standard, and does not alter the
relationship or the distribution of power
and responsibilities established in the
Clean Air Act. Thus, the requirements of
section 6 of the Executive Order do not
apply to this rule.

E. Regulatory Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA)

generally requires an agency to conduct
a regulatory flexibility analysis of any
rule subject to notice and comment
rulemaking requirements unless the
agency certifies that the rule will not
have a significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities.
Small entities include small businesses,
small not-for-profit enterprises, and
small governmental jurisdictions.

This final rule will not have a
significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities because SIP
approvals under section 110 and
subchapter I, part D of the Clean Air Act
do not create any new requirements but
simply act on requirements that the
State is already imposing. Therefore,
because the Federal SIP approval does
not create any new requirements, I
certify that this action will not have a

significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

EPA’s disapproval of the state request
under section 110 and subchapter I, part
D of the Clean Air Act does not affect
any existing requirements applicable to
small entities. Any pre-existing federal
requirements remain in place after this
disapproval. Federal disapproval of the
state submittal does not affect state
enforceability. Moreover, EPA’s
disapproval of the submittal does not
impose any new Federal requirements.
Therefore, I certify that this action will
not have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small
entities.

Moreover, due to the nature of the
Federal-State relationship under the
Clean Air Act, preparation of flexibility
analysis would constitute Federal
inquiry into the economic
reasonableness of state action. The
Clean Air Act forbids EPA to base its
actions concerning SIPs on such
grounds. Union Electric Co. v. U.S. EPA,
427 U.S. 246, 255–66 (1976); 42 U.S.C.
7410(a)(2).

F. Unfunded Mandates
Under section 202 of the Unfunded

Mandates Reform Act of 1995
(‘‘Unfunded Mandates Act’’), signed
into law on March 22, 1995, EPA must
prepare a budgetary impact statement to
accompany any proposed or final rule
that includes a Federal mandate that
may result in estimated costs to State,
local, or tribal governments in the
aggregate; or to private sector, of $100
million or more. Under section 205,
EPA must select the most cost-effective
and least burdensome alternative that
achieves the objectives of the rule and
is consistent with statutory
requirements. Section 203 requires EPA
to establish a plan for informing and
advising any small governments that
may be significantly or uniquely
impacted by the rule.

EPA has determined that the approval
action promulgated does not include a
Federal mandate that may result in
estimated costs of $100 million or more
to either State, local, or tribal
governments in the aggregate, or to the
private sector. This Federal action acts
on pre-existing requirements under
State or local law, and imposes no new
requirements. Accordingly, no
additional costs to State, local, or tribal
governments, or to the private sector,
result from this action.

G. National Technology Transfer and
Advancement Act

Section 12 of the National Technology
Transfer and Advancement Act
(NTTAA) of 1995 requires Federal

agencies to evaluate existing technical
standards when developing a new
regulation. To comply with NTTAA,
EPA must consider and use ‘‘voluntary
consensus standards’’ (VCS) if available
and applicable when developing
programs and policies unless doing so
would be inconsistent with applicable
law or otherwise impractical.

EPA believes that VCS are
inapplicable to today’s action because it
does not require the public to perform
activities conducive to the use of VCS.

H. Submission to Congress and the
Comptroller General

The Congressional Review Act, 5
U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996, generally provides
that before a rule may take effect, the
agency promulgating the rule must
submit a rule report, which includes a
copy of the rule, to each House of the
Congress and to the Comptroller General
of the United States. EPA will submit a
report containing this rule and other
required information to the U.S. Senate,
the U.S. House of Representatives, and
the Comptroller General of the United
States prior to publication of the rule in
the Federal Register. A major rule
cannot take effect until 60 days after it
is published in the Federal Register.
This rule is not a ‘‘major’’ rule as
defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2).

I. Petitions for Judicial Review

Under section 307(b)(1) of the Clean
Air Act, petitions for judicial review of
this action must be filed in the United
States Court of Appeals for the
appropriate circuit by November 20,
2000. Filing a petition for
reconsideration by the Administrator of
this final rule does not affect the finality
of this rule for the purposes of judicial
review nor does it extend the time
within which a petition for judicial
review may be filed, and shall not
postpone the effectiveness of such rule
or action. This action may not be
challenged later in proceedings to
enforce its requirements. (See section
307(b)(2).)

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52

Environmental protection, Air
pollution control, Hydrocarbons,
Incorporation by reference,
Intergovernmental relations, Nitrogen
dioxide, Ozone, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Volatile
organic compounds.
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Dated: August 3, 2000.
John Wise,
Acting Regional Administrator, Region IX.

Part 52, Chapter I, Title 40 of the Code
of Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:

PART 52—[AMENDED]

1. The authority citation for part 52
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.

Subpart F—California

2. Section 52.220 is amended by
adding paragraph (c) (263) (i)(D) to read
as follows:

§ 52.220 Identification of plan.

* * * * *
(c) * * *
(263) * * *
(i) * * *
(D) Tehama County Air Pollution

Control District.
(1) Rule 4:31 adopted on March 14,

1995, Rule 4:34 adopted on June 3,
1997, and Rule 4:37 adopted on April
21, 1998. (EAD)
* * * * *
[FR Doc. 00–23653 Filed 9–18–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6560–50–P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration

49 CFR Part 593

[Docket No. NHTSA–2000–7882]

RIN 2127–AI17

List of Nonconforming Vehicles
Decided To Be Eligible for Importation

AGENCY: National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This document revises the list
of vehicles not originally manufactured
to conform to the Federal motor vehicle
safety standards that NHTSA has
decided to be eligible for importation.
This list is contained in an appendix to
the agency’s regulations that prescribe
procedures for import eligibility
decisions. The revised list includes all
vehicles that NHTSA has decided to be
eligible for importation since October 1,
1999. NHTSA is required by statute to
publish this list annually in the Federal
Register.
DATES: Effective September 19, 2000.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
George Entwistle, Office of Vehicle

Safety Compliance, NHTSA (202–366–
5306).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Under 49
U.S.C. 30141(a)(1)(A), a motor vehicle
that was not originally manufactured to
conform to all applicable Federal motor
vehicle safety standards shall be refused
admission into the United States unless
NHTSA has decided that the motor
vehicle is substantially similar to a
motor vehicle originally manufactured
for importation into and sale in the
United States, certified under 49 U.S.C.
30115, and of the same model year as
the model of the motor vehicle to be
compared, and is capable of being
readily altered to conform to all
applicable Federal motor vehicle safety
standards. Where there is no
substantially similar U.S.-certified
motor vehicle, 49 U.S.C. 30141(a)(1)(B)
permits a nonconforming motor vehicle
to be admitted into the United States if
its safety features comply with, or are
capable of being altered to comply with,
all applicable Federal motor vehicle
safety standards based on destructive
test data or such other evidence as the
Secretary of Transportation decides to
be adequate.

Under 49 U.S.C. 30141(a)(1), import
eligibility decisions may be made ‘‘on
the initiative of the Secretary of
Transportation or on petition of a
manufacturer or importer registered
under [49 U.S.C. 30141(c)].’’ The
Secretary’s authority to make these
decisions has been delegated to NHTSA.
The agency publishes notice of
eligibility decisions as they are made.

Under 49 U.S.C. 30141(b)(2), a list of
all vehicles for which import eligibility
decisions have been made must be
published annually in the Federal
Register. On October 1, 1996, NHTSA
added the list as an appendix to 49 CFR
Part 593, the regulations that establish
procedures for import eligibility
decisions (61 FR 51242). As described
in the notice, NHTSA took that action
to ensure that the list is more widely
disseminated to government personnel
who oversee vehicle imports and to
interested members of the public. See 61
FR 51242–43. In the notice, NHTSA
expressed its intention to annually
revise the list as published in the
appendix to include any additional
vehicles decided by the agency to be
eligible for importation since the list
was last published. See 61 FR 51243.
The agency stated that issuance of the
document announcing these revisions
will fulfill the annual publication
requirements of 49 U.S.C. 30141(b)(2).
Ibid.

Rulemaking Analyses and Notices

1. Executive Order 12866 (Federal
Regulatory Planning and Review) and
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures

This rulemaking action was not
reviewed under Executive Order 12866.
NHTSA has analyzed this rulemaking
action and determined that it is not
‘‘significant’’ within the meaning of the
Department of Transportation’s
regulatory policies and procedures.

2. Regulatory Flexibility Act

In accordance with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, NHTSA has evaluated
the effects of this action on small
entities. Based upon this evaluation, I
certify that the revisions resulting from
this rulemaking will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
Accordingly, the agency has not
prepared a regulatory flexibility
analysis.

Because this rulemaking does not
impose any regulatory requirements, but
merely furnishes information by
revising the list in the Code of Federal
Regulations of vehicles for which
import eligibility decisions have been
made, it has no economic impact.

3. Executive Order 12612 (Federalism)

This action has been analyzed in
accordance with the principles and
criteria contained in Executive Order
12612, and it has been determined that
this rule does not have sufficient
Federalism implications to warrant
preparation of a Federalism Assessment.
No State laws will be affected.

4. National Environmental Policy Act

The agency has considered the
environmental implications of this rule
in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and
determined that it will not significantly
affect the human environment.

5. Paperwork Reduction Act

In accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980, P.L. 96–511, the
agency notes that there are no
information collection requirements
associated with this rulemaking action.

6. Civil Justice Reform

This rule does not have any
retroactive effect. It does not repeal or
modify any existing Federal regulations.
A petition for reconsideration or other
administrative proceeding will not be a
prerequisite to an action seeking judicial
review of this rule. This rule does not
preempt the states from adopting laws
or regulations on the same subject,
except that it will preempt a state
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